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How the Kenton Group uses cookies 

Cookies are used for a variety of things that help improve your online experience. 

The way we make our online service easier to use include using cookies that: 

make login faster by remembering your customer details. 

make the page load quickly by sharing the workload across computers. 

give you access to self-help information. 

make sure our pages are optimised for your browser or device by giving us technical 

information about the device or browser you are using. 

 

Personal preferences 

Cookies can help give you content that matches your preferences. We might give you 

relevant offers because we know what other offers you liked. They also allow you to 

customise a page. 

 

Safety and security 

Some cookies help make sure your information is secure when using our services while 

keeping our forms and shopping site easy to use. 

 

Improving our service 

To make sure you do not see particular adverts or announcements too many times we use a 

cookie to limit their frequency. 

We also use cookies to measure and analyse how visitors use the site. This helps us develop 

it and make it easier to use. 

 

First-party cookies 

The Kenton Group works with Flashtalking to serve advertising creative. The Company may 

place 1st party cookies on your machine to provide more relevant ad messages. 

These cookies are anonymous and will not collect personally identifiable information. 
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Third-party cookies 

The Kenton Group works with a number of companies and websites that help make sure our 

adverts, promotions and marketing messages are displayed to people who might be 

interested. These companies and partners may use cookies to collect anonymous data such 

as how many people have viewed a particular page each day. 
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